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What is an ebook?
An ebook is an electronic or digital version of a book or other document.

How can I read an ebook?
With the appropriate software installed, an ebook can generally be read on a computer, smartphone, a tablet 
(such as an iPad), or on a dedicated reading device commonly called an ereader.

A range of ebook readers are currently on the market.

                                                              
Figure 1: Amazon Kindle

Figure 2:  
Barnes & Noble's Nook

Figure 3: Apple's iPad

. . . some ebook readers work better than others in sunlight.

Figure 4: Amazon.com’s E-ink vs LCD screen comparison in sunlight

Why are ebooks popular?
Ebooks are popular because they provide convenience and choice. A reader can carry an entire library of ebooks 
with them and then pick the one they want to read, or jump back and forth between several. Portability is 
important, particularly for travellers or people on the go: just imagine trying to fill your luggage for an overseas 
holiday with books or travel guides for all the places you are visiting. 
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Figure 5: Traditional Books vs. Amazon’s Kindle

Most ereaders also give you the ability to alter the font size of the text — in effect, this instantly turns any book 
into a large print edition, even titles for which no large print actual book may have been published. 

Figure 6: Text resizing on Amazon’s Kindle

While not perfect, the carbon footprint of ebooks is lower than that of printed books. That is despite needing 
electronics for the ereader and electricity from rechargeable batteries, problems with energy consumption, 
raw materials used to make the ebook reading devices, properly disposing of old devices and so forth. But, as 
technology improves, the ‘footprint’ that ebooks leave on the environment will become smaller and smaller. For 
example, using solar power to recharge your reading device’s batteries.

The other advantage ebooks have is that they tend to be cheaper than printed books, and can be bought online. 
Even if you are travelling overseas you can instantly browse, purchase and download ebooks.

What formats do ebooks come in?
The first ebooks were either saved webpages or PDF files. Other formats have become more popular in the last 
few years as their versatility provides more benefits to readers.

PDF files have become less popular in recent years mainly because they are not easily readable when reduced 
to fit the smaller screens found on ereaders and smartphones. Some ereaders do allow you to reflow some PDF 
documents to make them more readable, but generally this is not the case and having to pan-and-zoom around 
every page to read them makes them a hassle rather than a convenience. If you are intending to reach large 
numbers of customers you should consider a more popular ebook format.
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For some purposes a pPDF can be an adequate first step or a useful marketing option – a ‘taster’ chapter to have 
freely available on your website, or to include with your emailed media release. Many educational resources are 
still suitable in a PDF format.

So what are the most popular ebook formats?
Two formats have come to dominate in ebook publishing, driven mainly by online availability in large numbers 
with the main book retailers, and smaller file sizes. They are MOBI and EPUB.

What is MOBI?
The MOBI file format is short for MobiPocket format. MobiPocket is a French-based company which was 
acquired by Amazon.com in 2005. In 2009 MobiPocket stopped accepting new books for sale on its website 
and now refers publishers to use Amazon.com. Many ereaders still support MOBI files. Amazon’s Kindle will read 
MOBI files.

What is EPUB?
The EPUB file format actually represents an open ebook standard developed by the International Digital 
Publishing Forum. EPUB is growing in popularity, with some ereaders such as Kobo supporting only this format. 
Amazon.com does not support EPUB at the moment, therefore EPUB files cannot be read on your Amazon 
Kindle. EPUBs with DRM on them may be device-specific because the DRM restricts their use.

So which ebook format should I use?
Which ebook format you use is largely determined by where you want to sell your book and who your customers 
are. For example, if you wish to sell your ebooks on Amazon.com to a worldwide audience then MOBI is the only 
type which Amazon supports in its shop. 

However, if you wish to sell your ebook on your own website but make it possible for Amazon Kindle owners to 
purchase and read it, then the recommendation would be MOBI (since the Kindle does not support EPUB). 

If you wish to sell your ebook through iTunes, or get it into Whitcoulls for their Kobo ereader, then you will need 
an EPUB.

We would recommend that you consider producing two ebook versions, one in the EPUB file format and one in 
the MOBI file format. PublishMe can assist you with this. Should you wish you can then upload the MOBI ebook 
version to Amazon for sale on their online shop.

What is DRM?
DRM is short for Digital Rights Management. Much the same as with music, DRM is designed to let you access 
the product while making it more difficult for you to share or resell copies to other people. Many unique types of 
DRM exist. Files with DRM on them may be device-specific because the DRM restricts their use.

Should I use DRM on my ebooks when I make them 
available for sale?
There are arguments both for and against using DRM on ebooks in the marketplace. Some people claim they 
are necessary to stop people pirating your book, while others claim that a little bit of sharing actually gets them 
more exposure and eventually more sales.

We would recommend that you base your decision on what is selling in the marketplace. With DRM an ebook 
bought to run on one device may not even install on other devices, potentially limiting its usefulness and value 
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to your customers. For channels like Amazon.com, and KoboBooks, virtually all the bestsellers and popular 
books seem to come with DRM. However, if you are selling the ebooks yourself on your own website, then you 
may choose not to use DRM so that you can be sure that your ebooks can be read on the maximum range of 
ereaders without customers becoming frustrated by finding that they have bought the ebook but can’t get it to 
load and read on their ereader.

How do I add DRM to my ebook?
PublishMe produces EPUBs and MOBIs without DRM on them. If you were to upload these for conversion to 
AZW files on Amazon.com, you would be able to specify that you want DRM on them before the ebook goes on 
sale and Amazon will add DRM to the final file.

Which ebooks formats can PublishMe produce for me?
PublishMe can produce EPUB and MOBI ebooks from an InDesign original. 

If PublishMe is producing your print-run book, then an InDesign file will be created as part of the process, but 
you will need to let your Client Manager know as soon as possible that you want an ebook as well because the 
design team needs to be aware of this during the design phase to minimise the costs to you. If you leave it too 
late in the process, the designers may need to create two copies of your book: one for print, and one for ebook 
production. Many overseas publishing houses do just this and create two separate copies of files.

If PublishMe has not produced your print-run book, an InDesign file would normally be needed to start the 
ebook production process. If this is not possible, then your ebook may have to be laid up from scratch.

How and when do I let PublishMe know I also want my 
book as an ebook?
If PublishMe is producing your print-run book, then an InDesign file will be created as part of the process, but 
you will need to let your Client Manager know as soon as possible if you also want an ebook. It will minimise 
your costs if the design team is aware of this during the design phase.

If the above situation applies to you, your ebook can probably be produced at little extra design cost. Please 
contact your Client Manager for more details. 

Can I convert my original master file to an ebook file myself?
The answer to this question depends on the type of source file you have and your intended ebook distribution 
channels.

We don’t recommend the DIY approach for a number of reasons. If you wouldn’t normally try to lay up your 
book yourself then converting your original file to an ebook file is going to be a complex challenge. You’ll need 
to install software. 

Even if your intended ebook distribution channel accepts your source file for conversion to an ebook, you may 
find that you need to do considerable editing of the end product before it is ready for sale. 

Which customers do I want to reach with my ebook?
Making the decision about which customers you want to reach will make it easier to decide which ebook format 
or formats you require.

If you want an ebook to sell or distribute to a few people on your own website you probably want EPUB and 
MOBI file formats in order to support the widest range of ebook readers. PublishMe can help you with the 
creation of EPUB and MOBI files.
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Most authors want the prestige and global access to customers that comes from having an ebook listed on 
Amazon.com. If this is what you want, PublishMe can produce an EPUB or MOBI file which you can then 
upload onto Amazon.com. Amazon will then convert that file to its unique AZW file type and make your ebook 
available for sale.

If you want to access global customers using more than just Amazon.com then you probably should consider 
using SmashWords. SmashWords allows you to reach multiple channels through their Premium Catalog. This 
means you can get your ebook into other major ebook retailers such as Barnes & Noble, Sony and Kobo. Getting 
your ebook into Kobo means you also have access to channels such as Whitcoulls in New Zealand. SmashWords 
also lets you get your ebook onto mobile devices, such as cellphones and tablet computers: they have a 
publishing guide to get your ebook into Apple’s Bookstore for the iPad and iPhone. At the moment, they are 
unable to offer you access to Amazon.com directly though they are hoping to offer this service in the future. So 
if you want maximum exposure for your ebook worldwide, you may need SmashWords and Amazon.com.

Should I create an ebook and a printed book?
The book market currently demands both printed books and ebooks, because people have a personal preference 
for format. This is just like the printed book market which has traditionally offered  hardbacks, trade paperbacks 
and paperbacks.

Especially if you want to make a living as an author, you should remember that generally the goal is to reach the 
most customers you can and that means providing them with your book in the format of their choice.

Can I have my picture book for children produced as an ebook?
Ebooks are designed to be viewed on a wide range of screen sizes, from cellphones all the way up to regular 
computer screen sizes.

This raises the issue of how well and/or whether your graphics will scale with the variable screen size of the 
ereaders. In most cases, creating an ebook successfully from your picture book for children will involve some 
trade-offs. For example, any text displayed over an image will need to be converted to be part of the image itself 
since ebooks do not support text over graphics.

The display size of your graphics will need to be optimized for smaller screens. This means that they may appear 
smaller than screen size on larger devices and screens.

File sizes of graphics are also important because there is often a maximum supported source file size for online 
ebook conversion. Many ereaders also have a memory limit which restricts the size of an ebook they can open 
and use successfully. 

Addressing these types of issues generally means that picture ebooks for children, if achievable, will have higher 
design costs than those involved in converting a book comprised of text only.

An alternative option for some authors has been to create jpegs of their book contents. Software is readily 
available for you to create individual page jpegs of your hard copy and link them with a page-turning feature. 
Google searches on ‘convert picture book to ebook’ and ‘pdf page turn’ is a starting point. 

My non-fiction book contains many images and tables. Can I 
have it produced as an ebook?
Ebooks are designed to be viewed on a wide range of screen sizes, from cellphones all the way up to regular 
computer screen sizes.

This raises the issue of how well and/or whether your graphics will scale with the variable screen size of the 
ereaders. Tables, especially larger tables, can cause problems. In most cases, creating an ebook successfully will 
involve some trade-offs. 
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For example, any text displayed over an image will need to be converted to be part of the image itself since 
ebooks do not support text over graphics. In most cases, the recommendation is that all tables also be converted 
to images before inclusion in the ebook.

The size of your graphics will then need to be optimized for smaller screens. This means that they may appear 
smaller than screen size on larger devices and screens.

File sizes of graphics are also important because there is often a maximum source file size for online ebook 
conversion. Many ereaders also have a memory limit which restricts the size of an ebook they can open and use 
successfully.

If your non-fiction book uses foreign fonts, or mathematical or scientific symbols, superscripts, or contains 
references, these may also be an issue because many of the ereaders do not support these. Again, these items 
may need to be converted into graphics if their inclusion in the text is vital.

Ebooks do not usually have an index at the end, largely because most ebooks either do not use page numbers or 
do not have accurate page numbers. Because ereaders can scale the font size used for display purposes, ebook 
length, unlike a printed book, is variable: at one font size it may be 500 pages long, while at a larger size it may 
be 1000 pages long.

Addressing these types of issues generally means that non-fiction ebooks with many images and tables, if 
achievable, will have higher design costs than those involved in converting a book comprised of only text.

How do I get my ebook on Amazon.com?
In order to get your ebook onto Amazon.com we recommend that you have:

1. An ISBN for your ebook. This needs to be different from your print version’s ISBN.

2. A cover image, which Amazon.com will display in their search results and catalogue listings.

3. A source file supported by Amazon.com. Please be aware that not all of Amazon’s supported file types   
 support ebooks with graphics.

For more details, please refer to Amazon’s Kindle Publishing Guide by visiting http://kdp.amazon.com. This URL 
will also let you sign in to load your ebook onto Amazon.com.

What other channels are available for my ebook besides 
Amazon.com?
Other ebook channels for you to consider are:

•	 Barnes & Noble

•	 Sony

•	 Kobobooks

•	 Apple’s iTunes

To name a few. A Google search for online eBook retailers will give more results.

Some of these channels require you to have a minimum number of ebook titles before they will deal with you 
directly. Kobobooks, for example, requires that you have at least ten ebook titles that you want to distribute 
through them before they let you open an account.

The way to get around that issue is to use what is called a ‘content aggregator’. This is a business which basically 
collects content from lots of authors and feeds it into the ebook channels.

SmashWords is a content aggregator which provides access to all of these channels from one place. Basically, 
you load your book up for conversion to an ebook in SmashWords, then select the outlets you want to use.
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For more information we recommend that you visit http://www.smashwords.com/distribution and read the 
specific requirements for their Premium Catalog support which will let you access these distribution channels.

SmashWords also has a Style Guide which explains exactly how to format your source file so that it meets their 
requirements.

What price should I put on my ebook?
Ebooks are generally priced lower than physical books. This is due to lower duplication costs; electronic files like 
ebooks cost virtually nothing to duplicate, while print books have a unit cost per copy to do a print run.

Both types of books also have design and development costs, including your time in writing the book in the 
first place. There are also marketing costs to consider. All of these types of costs are generally harder to factor 
into ebook pricing because the market does not value them. It also means that you will need to sell more ebook 
copies of your work to make back your costs than you might with your higher-priced physical book.

The best advice we can provide here is for you to look at the channels where you are selling your ebook and 
price it competitively: If books in your genre are selling for $2.99, you would want to consider matching that 
price if you can, otherwise potential customers may buy from the other authors on offer.

If books from established authors are selling for $5.99, you would probably want to consider charging less. 
Established authors already have a following so their prices can probably be justified. If you’re an emerging 
author, people may not be prepared to pay the same amount and take a chance on enjoying your book.

This is one of the reasons why many ebooks on Amazon.com are priced at $0.99. Much like the base price for 
individual songs on iTunes, Amazon is trying to establish a minimum price point for an ebook. At $0.99 they are 
finding that customers are prepared to take a risk on an unknown author with an unknown book: if they buy six 
ebooks at $0.99 and only like half of them, they’re not out of pocket as much compared with spending $5.99 
for six books and being out of pocket (only 3 x $0.99 = $2.97 vs.3 x $5.99 = $17.97). Remember, you also need 
to take the royalty rate into account when setting your pricing.

If your ebook is on Amazon.com at $0.99 and you’re earning a 70% royalty, that’s only $0.69 per sale. It might 
take a lot of sales to make back your development costs or earn you a living. Amazon.com has reported cases 
where a few authors have made millions from huge sales levels at $0.99, but most won’t.

What royalties can I expect to earn on my ebook sales?
The royalties you can expect to earn generally depends on the price you set for your ebook and the royalties 
offered by your chosen distribution channel.

If you are selling your ebook yourself through your own website, you would expect to be able to keep the most 
royalties since you are not having to split the sales price with anyone else. The downside of this is that you need 
to attract customers to your website and actually convince them to buy your book.

If you are selling your ebook through Amazon.com, you will need to agree to Amazon’s royalty rate at the time 
you upload your ebook to their site for sale. Their general ebook royalty rate is 35%. At the time of writing, 
they also offer a 70% rate, but that is restricted to sales of your ebook to customers residing in a list of selected 
countries within a particular price range.

If you are selling your ebook through  SmashWords, the royalty rates may differ for each of their channels. For 
example, Barnes & Noble sales may offer a different royalty from Sony or Kobo or Apple.

Why won’t you load my ebook onto global channels for me?
PublishMe won’t load your ebook for you onto global channels because of three main reasons:

1. Rights – As part of the upload process, global channels tend to ask you whether or not you have worldwide 
rights to the ebook. As the author/creator, you retain all your rights; PublishMe is therefore unable to answer 
this question on your behalf. 
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2. Royalties – As part of the upload process, global channels also tend to ask you who will be receiving 
the royalties they will be paying for sales of your ebook. So that you receive the maximum royalties you 
are entitled to, PublishMe will not collect royalties on your behalf because there would need to be an 
administration charge for this service.

3. Taxes – Some global channels ask you to meet their tax requirements, such as withholding taxes or place 
of domicile, before they will pay you royalties. PublishMe accepts no responsibility for paying taxes on your 
behalf.

What should I do about turning my old books/previous titles into 
ebooks?
Some authors have their manuscripts for previous titles in obsolete file formats which can no longer be read. 

If the book isn’t in a usable digital format, just getting them there might require cutting the spines off the books, 
feeding them through a scanner, converting the scanned image to text, and proofing the text for errors. And 
that’s just to get you to first base. Then you need to consider how to change that format to an ebook!

If the book is already in a digital format the conversion process may range from easy to complicated depending 
on the type of book. For example, multiple columns might need to be removed, tables converted to graphics, 
and graphics redesigned.

How much do you charge to turn my old file into an 
InDesign one for my ebook creation?
Some work is involved in establishing these costs. If PublishMe has not produced your print-run book, an 
InDesign file would normally be needed to start the ebook production process. If this is not possible, then your 
ebook may have to be laid up from scratch. 

If PublishMe is producing your print-run book, then an InDesign file will be created as part of the process, but 
you will need to let your Client Manager know as soon as possible that you also want an ebook. It will minimise 
your costs if the design team is aware of this during the design phase – your ebook can probably be produced at 
little extra design cost. Please contact your Client Manager for more details. 

Can I trust the free software that’s available for building an 
ebook?
While it’s never been easier to self-publish an ebook you should always use ebook-making software from a 
reputable source to ensure the ebook will fit common ereaders. Sometimes ‘free’ sources can mean more 
hurdles. But if you have time and want the challenge we suggest you look at Google’s Sigil ebook editor 
software. Remember, the PublishMe team are here to create your ebook for you.

Does my ebook need a cover?
The majority of ebooks do include a cover at the start of the ebook itself. For most distribution channels, you will 
also have the ability to load an image as the cover graphic used on the online catalogues.

This means that cover design is an important part of your ebook creation and marketing process, just like it is 
with a physical book.

If you are also creating a printed book, you have the option of using the same cover design for both formats. 
However, you should consider your intended audience before making this decision because different markets 
have different expectations as to what is appropriate on the cover. Some markets prefer to see people on the 
covers, while others prefer more abstract images. PublishMe can assist you with cover design for your ebook.
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Can I build an ebook from scratch?
It can be very time-consuming to build an ebook from scratch but it is possible to build certain types of ebook 
without pre-existing files.

Whether this is feasible depends on the distribution channel you want to use and what formats are supported or 
required.

Google has released a free piece of software called Sigil, which can be used to create or edit an EPUB ebook. It 
operates much like a word processor.

If you do build an ebook from scratch, it is recommended you validate the EPUB file for compliance with the 
EPUB standards with one of the online validators before attempting to load it on an ereader or upload it to a 
distribution channel. Apple, for example, will not accept an EPUB ebook which does not pass online validation.

If you need to validate an EPUB, we suggest you Google ‘epub validator’ as a starting point.

Can I print out an ebook?
Ebooks, especially those with DRM on them, generally cannot be printed out for reading. They are designed to 
be read on-screen only. 

If you need a printed version, you should buy a print copy of the book.

Will my ebook look just like my printed version?
No, it won’t be identical to your hard copy. An ebook has a more fluid layout that alters according to the size of 
the device you’re reading the ebook on. We said earlier that that is the reason why there aren’t page numbers, 
and it also means that headers and footers and an index won’t be included. Ebooks also can’t display multiple 
columns. You will notice that text and images tend to flow under each other rather than display as tidy text 
wraps.

Other differences you may notice are that imprint pages, acknowledgements, illustrations lists etc may be at the 
back of the publication so you don’t have to scroll through them to start reading.

Further advantages of ebooks are that it’s so easy to introduce colour to headings or section breaks, and 
although there will be no page numbers on the table of contents or an index, ebooks have a search button 
facility!


